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Abstract
Aim: Leaf traits strongly impact biogeochemical cycles in terrestrial ecosystems. Understanding
leaf trait variation along environmental gradients is thus essential to improve the representation of
vegetation in Earth system models. Our aims were to quantify relationships between leaf traits
and climate in permanent grasslands at a biogeographical scale and to test whether these relationships were sensitive to (a) the level of nitrogen inputs and (b) the inclusion of information
pertaining to plant community organization.
Location: Permanent grasslands throughout France.
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Methods: We combined existing datasets on climate, soil, nitrogen inputs (fertilization and deposition), species composition and four traits, namely specific leaf area, leaf dry matter content and
leaf nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations, for 15,865 French permanent grasslands. Trait–climate relationships were tested using the following four climatic variables available across 1,833
pixels (5 km 3 5 km): mean annual temperature (MAT) and precipitation (MAP), and two indices
accounting for the length of the growing season. We compared these relationships at the pixel
level using either using community-level or species’ trait means.
Results: Our findings were as follows: (a) leaf traits related to plant nutrient economy shift consistently along a gradient of growing season length accounting for temperature and soil water
limitations of plant growth (GSLtw); (b) weighting leaf traits by species abundance in local communities is pivotal to capture leaf trait–environment relationships correctly at a biogeographical scale;
and (c) the relationships between traits and GSLtw weaken for grasslands with a high nitrogen
input.
Main conclusions: The effects of climate on plant communities are better described using composite descriptors than coarse variables such as MAT or MAP, but appear weaker for highnitrogen grasslands. Using information at the community level tends to strengthen trait–climate
relationships. The interplay of land management, community assembly and bioclimate appears crucial to the prediction of leaf trait variations and their effects on biogeochemical cycles.
KEYWORDS

community functional structure, environmental gradients, fertilization, functional biogeography,
functional diversity, growing season length, land management, permanent grasslands, plant traits

1 | INTRODUCTION

remain invariant (Onoda et al., 2011) with increasing mean annual temperature (MAT). Likewise, although some studies find an increase in

Leaf traits strongly impact the nutrient, carbon and water cycles of ter-

SLA with mean annual precipitation (MAP) (Moles et al., 2014; Wright

restrial ecosystems (Chapin et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2012); for exam-

et al., 2004), others show a lack of variation (Sandel et al., 2010) or

ple, primary productivity across ecosystems is related to foliar nitrogen

even a slight decrease (Wright et al., 2005 for deciduous species) with

concentration (Lavorel et al., 2011; Pontes, Soussana, Louault,

MAP. Such inconsistent patterns might arise for several reasons. First,

Andueza, & Carrère, 2007), and litter decomposition to leaf dry matter

the climate variables used in these studies might be poor descriptors of

content (Fortunel et al., 2009; Pakeman, Eastwood, & Scobie, 2011).

the actual bioclimate sensed by plants (van Ommen Kloeke, Douma,

Scaling information from traits, which are usually measured at the pop-

~ ez, Reich, & van Bodegom, 2012). Second, analyses across bioOrdon

ulation or species level, to the ecosystem requires accounting for plant

geographical and bioclimatic gradients might be influenced by the pres-

community organization (which results from community assembly proc-

ence or absence of functional groups (e.g., evergreen versus deciduous)

esses; Lavorel & Garnier, 2002; Suding et al., 2008), which appears to

or species with contrasting leaf traits whose response to climate might

be a pivotal step to predict terrestrial biogeochemistry (Grime, 1998;

differ in strength and even direction (Kikuzawa, Onoda, Wright, &

reviewed by Garnier, Navas, & Grigulis, 2016). These advances contrast

Reich, 2013; Wright et al., 2005). Third, large-scale studies generally

with the current representation of vegetation in Earth system models

tend to ignore local drivers, such as soil nutrient availability and land

(e.g., Verheijen et al., 2013), in which (a) the existing trait variation

use, which critically affect leaf traits (Cunningham, Summerhayes, &

within broadly defined plant functional types (e.g., C3 and C4 herbs,

~ez et al., 2009; but see
Westoby, 1999; Hodgson et al., 2011; Ordon

deciduous and evergreen trees) is largely ignored (but see Wang et al.,

Simpson et al., 2016). Finally, with very few exceptions (Simpson et al.,

2012), and (b) the plant community, although a relevant level of organi-

2016; Wang et al., 2016), studies conducted at large spatial scales

zation to capture the relationships between traits, environments and

ignore the fact that populations of plant species are organized locally in

ecosystem properties, is overlooked.

communities, in which they occur almost always at strongly uneven

So far, studies of leaf trait responses to climate variables over bio-

abundances. In the majority of such studies, whether a species is abun-

geographical gradients reveal inconsistencies (Reich, 2014; Violle,

dant or rare is not accounted for, although it can be hypothesized that

Reich, Pacala, Enquist, & Kattge, 2014). For example, specific leaf area

the fit between traits and the environment is stronger for abundant

(SLA; the ratio of leaf area to leaf mass) is found to increase (Read,

species (Cingolani, Cabido, Gurvich, Renison, & Díaz, 2007; Grime,

Moorhead, Swenson, Bailey, & Sanders, 2014; Simpson, Richardson, &

1998; Muscarella & Uriarte, 2016). Furthermore, to inform a future

Laughlin, 2016), decrease (Moles et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2005) or

generation of Earth system models, robust relationships between
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climate, soil and traits are required that account for effects of species

conditions (e.g., greenhouses or growth chambers) were not retained

abundance within communities (encapsulated into so-called ‘commu-

for this analysis. Previous analyses have shown that, in spite of a cer-

nity-weighed means’ of traits, hereafter CWM) (Garnier et al., 2016;

tain degree of intraspecific variation (e.g., Albert et al., 2010; Kichenin,

Reich, 2014). CWMs capture the fact that traits of dominant species

Wardle, Peltzer, Morse, & Freschet, 2013), species and community

have a stronger effect on ecosystem properties than traits of species

rankings for traits values measured on site and in TRY remained gener-

with low abundance (Garnier et al., 2004; Grime, 1998). To date, how-

ally consistent (Borgy et al., 2017; Kazakou et al., 2014). In addition, a

ever, very few studies have tested to what extent climate and land

recent meta-analysis has demonstrated that the relative amount of

management control the CWM of leaf traits at a biogeographical scale

intraspecific compared with interspecific variation decreased with

(but see Pakeman et al., 2009 for an exception).

increasing spatial extent (Siefert et al., 2015). We thus assumed that

To investigate the interplay between climate, land management

taking a mean trait value per species does not impede the detection of

and leaf traits, we assembled a dataset of unprecedented coverage

trait–environment relationships at the biogeographical scale of the

across French permanent grasslands, a case study for semi-natural tem-

present study. Further details on trait data availability can be found in

perate grasslands dominated by C3 herbaceous species. Based on

the paper by Violle et al. (2015).

s and 1,939 species, leaf trait variations were
15,865 botanical releve
characterized across 1,833 pixels at a 5 km 3 5 km grid resolution.

2.2 | Bioclimate and soil data

Considering four traits of the leaf economics spectrum (Reich, 2014;
Shipley, Lechowicz, Wright & Reich, 2006; Wright et al., 2004), namely

Monthly means of air temperatures (in degrees Celsius) and monthly

SLA, mass-based leaf nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations (LNC

sums of rainfall (in millimetres) for the 1961–1990 period over the

and LPC, respectively) and leaf dry matter content (LDMC), we

French metropolitan territory were provided by the 1 km resolution

addressed the following questions. (a) Which bioclimatic descriptor

te
oFrance (Benichou & Le Breton, 1987). Incomgridded dataset of Me

best captures the spatial variation of leaf traits across the investigated

ing net radiation accounting for topographic effects was calculated at

biogeographical gradients? (ii) What is the benefit of accounting for

gout (2008). A
the French national level according to Piedallu and Ge

plant community structure when examining these trait–environment

one-bucket water-balance model was implemented to estimate the

relationships? (c) To what extent do local land management drivers

dynamics of soil available water content (AW; in millimetres). This

modulate the effect of bioclimatic drivers on trait variation?

model used a Turc-based (Turc, 1961) estimate of potential evapotranspiration (PET; in millimetres). Soil water-holding capacity (WHC)

2 | METHODS

was derived from the 1/1,000,000-scale Soil Geographical Database of
France, following the methodology of Le Bas, King, and Daroussin

s, species distribution and trait
2.1 | Vegetation releve
data

(1997) and using the pedotransfer functions from Al Majou, Bruand,

We used several sources to assemble a dataset of 51,485 geo-

vegetation data. Monthly climate time series were interpolated at a

s (i.e., a list of species with local abunreferenced vegetation releve

daily time step to calculate growing season length (GSL). For each pixel,

Duval, Le Bas, and Vautier (2008). All climate and soil variables were
spatially interpolated to the 5 km 3 5 km grid cell resolution to match

dance) in French permanent grasslands (Appendix, Figure S1 in the

AW of day n equalled AW of day n 2 1, plus precipitation and minus

Supporting Information and see Violle et al., 2015 for further details).

PET. AW was bound between 0 and WHC. The model was run for 10

The data consist of visually estimated relative cover of all present spe-

years with the same climate forcing to estimate the yearly time course

cies in homogeneous plots, usually from 25 to 100 m2, using a six-level

of AW. Growing season length (GSLtw) corresponded to the number of

abundance scale following the Braun-Blanquet method (Braun-

days in the year for which (a) mean daily temperature was above 5 8C

Blanquet, 1932): 0%–1%, 1%–5%, 5%–25%, 25%–50%, 50%–75% and

and (b) the ratio AW/WHC was > 0.2. We also estimated a GSL based

75%–100%. We used the median of each class to estimate species’
local abundance within the community. As a result of varying taxonomic conceptions among authors, we merged all intraspecific ranks
(subspecies and varieties) to the species level. In addition to these reles, the spatial distribution of 2,464 plant species was retrieved from
ve
the electronic atlas of the French flora (http://siflore.fcbn.fr). These
data, for which the original scale of recording is the administrative territory of councils (‘cantons’), were aggregated at a resolution level of 5
km 3 5 km.
We extracted individual values of SLA (in in square metres per kilogram), LDMC (in milligrams per gram), LNC (in milligrams per gram) and

only on temperature (GSLt) or on soil water content (GSLw; Figures S2
and S3 in Supporting Information).
To compare the climatic space covered by permanent grasslands in
France with that covered by grasslands in Europe, MAT (in degrees
Celsius) and MAP (in millimetres) were obtained at the European scale
from the WorldClim global climate data base (http://www.worldclim.
org/current) extracted at a 30 s resolution and aggregated at 5
km 3 5 km to match the final grid cell resolution.

2.3 | Nitrogen input data

LPC (in milligrams per gram) from the TRY database (Kattge et al.,

Nitrogen input was the sum of organic fertilization, mineral fertilization

2011), complemented by data from regional databases (Appendix) to

and nitrogen deposition. Data were obtained from the census Nopolu-

calculate a mean trait value per species. Trait data from artificial

Agri information system of the French Ministry of Agriculture (http://
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www.statistiques.developpement-durable.gouv.fr). These data were

practice since the beginning of the 1980s (Huyghe, 2009; Palacio-

collected in 2010 through national surveys of the amount of nitrogen

Rabaud, 2000), we assumed that these nitrogen input data are repre-

excreted by herbivores and from statistics of the fertilization industry

sentative of the average input corresponding to the period over which

sector. The dataset for nitrogen atmospheric deposition in 2010 was

s were retained for the analyses (see section 2.4
botanical releve

provided by the European Monitoring and Evaluation Program (http://

below). These data were available for each French council, whose

www.emep.int/mscw/SR_data/sr_grid.html). Given that the current

mean area is c. 8 km2, similar to the order of magnitude of the climate

mode of fertilization of French permament grasslands has been in

grid cell. Given that these data represent coarse estimates of nitrogen

F I G U R E 1 Schematic representation of the four methods used to calculate aggregated trait values. Metrics used to calculate average trait
values either take community organization into account (CArM and CWM) or not (GCM_r and GCM_a). For the calculation of community
 by giving an equal weight to each species. For the
arithmetic mean (CArM), a mean value was calculated for each trait and releve
 by weighting the species trait values
community-weighted mean (CWM) calculation, a mean value was calculated for each trait and releve
by the relative abundances of these species within the community. Averages for these two metrics were then calculated at the
 within each cell. For metrics that do not account for community orga5 km 3 5 km grid cell level, by giving an equal weight to each releve
s (GCM_r) or distribution maps (GCM_a),
nization, trait values of all species occurring in a grid cell, derived from either vegetation releve
were averaged, with an equal weight given to each species. There is therefore one value per 5 km 3 5 km grid cell for each of the four
metrics. The figure shows examples of calculations for the four metrics using hypothetical trait values for five species; the number of times
a letter representing a species is repeated in a plot amounts to the abundance of this species
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inputs in grasslands at the grid cell level (see section 2.4 below and Fig-

with equal weight given to each species, and (b) a GCM where the spe-

ure S4 in Supporting Information), we did not use these as a continu-

cies presence occurring in a 5 km 3 5 km grid cell are derived from the

ous variable, but rather subdivided grasslands into two classes

s (GCM_r hereafter). Two additional metrics
geo-referenced releve

corresponding to low (< 73 kg[N]/ha, the median value of inputs) and

were calculated at the community level: these are (c) community arith-

high (> 73 kg[N]/ha) inputs.

 by calculating a mean
metic means (CArM) assessed for each releve
trait value in which equal weight was given to each species, and (d)

2.4 | Data analyses

community-weighted means (CWM), calculated as for CArM, but in
which trait values were weighted by the relative abundances of species

Four averaging metrics were used to derive aggregated values of leaf

within the community (Borgy et al., 2017; Garnier et al., 2004). In order

traits (Figure 1). The first two were calculated at the grid cell level and

to be able to compare trait–climate relationships for all four metrics

do not explicitly take into account the organization of species in com-

and obtain an accurate estimate of community-level metrics at the

munities: (a) a grid cell mean (GCM_a hereafter; Figure 1) was calcu-

pixel level (cf. Borgy et al., 2017), CArM and CWM values were then

lated by averaging trait values of all species occurring in a 5 km 3 5 km

s available within a 5 km 3 5 km grid
averaged for all botanical releve

grid cell (species presence in a grid cell derived from the electronic atlas

cell (Figure 1). Overall, there was therefore a single value per pixel for

of the French flora), irrespective of plant community organization, and

each of the four metrics compared. To acknowledge the fact that the

F I G U R E 2 Climate envelope of grasslands in Europe and in France. Distribution of mean annual temperature (MAT; in degrees Celsius)
and mean annual precipitation (MAP; in millimetres) covered by European grasslands (black), French grasslands (red) and the French
grasslands investigated in this study (green). Distributions of quartiles are shown at the top and at the right-hand side of the figure for each
dataset and each climate variable
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climate signal on traits is more likely to be detected for pixels with a

cloud in the bivariate plot shown in Figure 2); the ranges in precipita-

high proportion of grasslands, values of the four metrics were weighted

tions and temperatures covered by the 1,833 pixels of the present

by the proportion of grassland in each pixel.

study correspond respectively to 91 and 96% of these ranges (green

s conducted after 1980 were retained, and because
Only releve

cloud in Figure 2). This climate envelope encompassed nearly 80% of

trait values were not available for all species (cf. Violle et al., 2015), we

the MAT range and 57% of the MAP range covered by European grass-

s if the proportion cover (PCover) of species included for
removed releve

lands (grey cloud in Figure 2).

the calculation of the CWM of at least one trait was < 60% (Pakeman

Whatever the metrics used to calculate aggregated trait values,

& Quested, 2007; see Borgy et al., 2017 for a detailed discussion on

the GSL that integrates both temperature and soil water limitation on

issues related to threshold values). Grid cells containing at least 20%

plant growth (GSLtw) was the best descriptor of leaf trait variation

grassland cover were retained (cf. Supporting Information Figure S1),

(Table 1). Compared with GSLtw, the GSL not accounting for soil water

s were discarded (see Borgy
and grid cells with fewer than three releve

limitations (GSLt), MAT and MAP explained a lower proportion of leaf

et al., 2017; Violle et al., 2015). The final dataset based on vegetation

trait variation (Supporting Information Application S1). Among the two

s included values of the four averaging metrics calculated for
releve

latter descriptors, trait variations were more strongly related to MAT

s and 1,939 species (with a
1,833 pixels, representing 15,865 releve

than to MAP, for all four metrics (Table 1). SLA, LNC and LPC were

s per pixel). Of these, 9,692 releve
s grouped into
median of five releve

positively related to GSLtw, GSLt and MAT, and negatively to MAP

918 pixels corresponded to low-nitrogen-input grasslands, and 6,173

(Table 1, Figure 3, and Figure S5 and Application S1 in Supporting

s grouped into 915 pixels corresponded to high-nitrogen-input
releve

Information); opposite relationships were found for LDMC.

grasslands. The dataset based on the electronic atlas, which corresponds to the approach most used in functional biogeography (e.g.,
Pseudo-R2 and direction of relationships of linear models
relating leaf traits to climate descriptors

TA BL E 1

Swenson et al., 2012), included 1,833 pixels.
We used generalized least-squares (GLS) models to test the rela-

Averaging metrics MAT

MAP

GSLt

GSLtw

CWM

0.22 (1)

0.038 (2)

0.23 (1)

0.32 (1)

CArM

0.20 (1)

0.018 (2)

0.21 (1)

0.31 (1)

spatial structures. One of the models did not include spatial autocorre-

GCM_r

0.21 (1)

0.017 (2)

0.21 (1)

0.30 (1)

lation structure, whereas the other four included respectively a spheri-

GCM_a

0.26 (1)

0.0011 (2) 0.23 (1)

0.38 (1)

cal, rational quadratic, Gaussian or exponential spatial autocorrelation

CWM

0.16 (2)

0.069 (1)

0.17 (2)

0.21 (2)

LDMC CArM

0.17 (2)

0.048 (1)

0.17 (2)

0.19 (2)

GCM_r

0.15 (2)

0.055 (1)

0.15 (2)

0.14 (2)

spatial structure was the most appropriate spatial structure in GLS

GCM_a

0.20 (2)

0.15 (1)

0.21 (2)

0.12 (2)

models.

CWM

0.11 (1)

0.035 (2)

0.12 (1)

0.16 (1)

LNC_m CArM

0.08 (1)

0.0098 (2) 0.08 (1)

0.14 (1)

tionships between metrics of aggregated leaf traits and climatic varia-

Trait

bles (MAT, MAP, GSLt and GSLtw), while acknowledging the influence
of spatial autocorrelation using the R package nlme. For each trait, we
built alternative GLS models with all climatic predictors but different

structure. We selected the most appropriate spatial structure based on

SLA

the lowest Akaike information criteria (Zuur, Ieno, Walker, Saveliev, &
Smith, 2009). For the four traits considered here, the quadratic ratio

Given that we used GLS models, the goodness of fit of relationships was assessed by calculating the square of the correlation coefficient (so-called pseudo-R2) between the observed and the fitted

GCM_r

0.061 (1) 0.012 (2)

0.063 (1) 0.11 (1)

variables (Hosmer, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013, p. 182). Analyses

GCM_a

0.041 (1) 0.017 (2)

0.059 (1) 0.11 (1)

were conducted for the whole set of grasslands and by sorting grass-

CWM

0.14 (1)

0.041 (2)

0.15 (1)

0.19 (1)

lands according to the level of nitrogen inputs (low or high; see above).

LPC_m CArM

0.16 (1)

0.035 (2)

0.16 (1)

0.23 (1)

GCM_r

0.14 (1)

0.026 (2)

0.14 (1)

0.21 (1)

GCM_a

0.092 (1) 0.0091 (2) 0.11 (1)

0.19 (1)

For each model, we assessed the slope differences between the two
nitrogen input levels using ANOVAs. All statistical operations were performed in R 3.3.2 (R Development Core Team, 2016).
Trait–environment relationships are shown as figures in the main
body of the paper and Supporting Information for selected variables,
and as a Shiny application for all combinations, available at https://
shiny.cefe.cnrs.fr/trait_environment_relationships

(see

Supporting

Information Application S1 for details).

3 | RESULTS
Permanent grasslands in France are found over a broad climatic range,
from 600 to > 2,000 mm MAP and from 23 to 15.5 8C MAT (red

GSLt 5 growing season length accounting for temperature limitation;
GSLtw 5 growing season length accounting for both temperature and soil
water limitations (for further details, see the Methods and Figure S3 in
Supporting Information); LDMC 5 leaf dry matter content; LNC_m 5 massbased leaf nitrogen concentration; LPC_m 5 mass-based leaf phosphorus
concentration; MAP 5 mean annual precipitation; MAT 5 mean annual
temperature; SLA 5 specific leaf area. Note. Results are given for the four
averaging metrics used (see Methods and Figure S4 in Supporting Information): community arithmetic means (CArM), community-weighted means
s (GCM_r) and from the
(CWM) and grid cell means calculated from releve
electronic atlas of the French flora (GCM_a). The direction of the relationship is given in parentheses. For all models, p-value < 1023; n 5 1,833 data
points were included in the models.
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(a) and (b) Relationships between growing season length (GSLtw) and leaf traits with different levels of nitrogen input. GSLtw
accounts for growth limitations by temperature and soil water availability (see Figure S2 in Supporting Information). In (a), average leaf
traits were calculated taking community organization into account, whereas this is not the case in (b) (see Figure 1 for details). Red and
s) and low (918 pixels grouping 9,692 releve
s) levels
black dots and lines correspond respectively to high (915 pixels grouping 6,173 releve
of nitrogen input, as defined by the median of nitrogen input distribution (see Methods section). In (a), the averaging metrics are as follows:
community-weighted means (CWM; four panels on the left) and community arithmetic means (CArM; four panels on the right), which avers within a 5 km 3 5 km grid cell. In (b), the averaging metrics are as follows: grid cell means based
age data for all available botanical releve
s (GCM_r; four panels on the left) and grid cell means based on the electronic atlas of the French flora (GCM_a; four
on vegetation releve
panels on the right), which average trait values of all species occurring in a grid cell irrespective of plant community organization.
LDMC 5 leaf dry matter content; LNC 5 mass-based leaf nitrogen concentration; LPC 5 mass-based leaf phosphorus concentration; SLA 5
specific leaf area. Equations of linear regressions between traits and climatic descriptors are given in each panel for each nitrogen level (red
characters: high nitrogen; black characters: low nitrogen). For each trait and averaging metrics, an ANCOVA was run to test for the difference between slopes of the two nitrogen input levels. Results are displayed in each panel, showing the value of F statistics and its significance. ***p < .001. **p < .01. *P <.05. 1p < 0.1. nsp > .1. The significance level of each individual regression is given in Supporting
Information Application S1
FIGURE 3

We also investigated whether nitrogen input modulates the cli-

trait–environment relationships for low-nitrogen-input compared with

mate signal on leaf traits. Nitrogen input had significant impacts on trait

high-nitrogen-input grasslands for all metrics apart from GCM_a (Figure

values irrespective of climate. For any given value of GSLtw, our results

4 and Supporting Information Application S1).

indicated significant upward shifts in SLA, LNC and LPC and a down-

Finally, we tested whether the strength of the climate signal on leaf

ward shift in LDMC in high-nitrogen-input grasslands (Figure 3). Conse-

traits differed when trait means were obtained by accounting for species

quently, the ability to detect significant trait–climate relationships was

abundances in plant communities (calculations of CWM values), neglecting

dependent upon the level of these inputs; under low nitrogen inputs

species abundances (calculations of CArM values), or by simply averaging

the leaf traits were strongly related to GSLtw, whereas under high nitro-

trait values of all species occurring within a grid cell (calculation of GCM_r

gen inputs the leaf traits were slightly or not significantly responsive to

and GCM_a values; see Figure 1). Results for all combinations of (climate

GSLtw (Figure 3). This translates into significantly higher slope values of

descriptors 3 metrics) analysed separately for the two nitrogen levels are
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Continued

provided in the Supporting Information Application S1. Here, we focus on

grasslands in general (cf. Sala, Austin, & Vivanco, 2001). This gives

the relationships with GSLtw, the best climate predictor of trait–environ-

some confidence as to the generality of the trait–climate relationships

ment relationships. Overall, for a fixed trait 3 environmental descriptor

found in the present study for this type of ecosystem.

combination, pseudo-R2 values were comparable for all metrics (Table 1,

Among the four climate descriptors tested here, the growing sea-

Figure 3 and Supporting Information Application S1), but slopes differed

son length accounting for both temperature and water limitations

substantially among metrics. These were generally steeper for CWMs (Fig-

(GSLtw) was a stronger predictor of trait–climate relationships than basic

ures 3 and 4 and Supporting Information Application S1). The same conclu-

temperature and rainfall variations (i.e., MAT and MAP) commonly used

sion generally held when GSLtw–CWM and GSLtw–GCM_r relationships

to study these relationships (e.g., Moles et al., 2014; Onoda et al., 2011;

were compared, with generally even gentler slopes for the latter (Figure 4).

~ez et al., 2009). Large-scale assessbut see Kikuzawa et al., 2013; Ordon

There was much less difference between the slopes of the GSLtw–CArM

ments of climate control on vegetation types have already highlighted

and GSLtw–GCM_r relationships. Finally, the slopes of the GSLtw–GCM

the predominant role of soil water balance (Stephenson, 1990) in addi-

s (GCM_r) and species distriburelationships assessed with floristic releve

tion to that of temperature (e.g., Harrison et al., 2010). Given that GSL

tion (GCM_a) were steeper for GCM_r (Figures 3 and 4). The spread of

was estimated using the same temperature and soil water content

data points around the regression lines was substantially lower for the

thresholds for all types of grasslands, its values cannot be considered as

GSLtw–GCM_a relationships than for the three other metrics (compare, in

an absolute estimate of the time available for plant activity in a particu-

particular, the GSLtw–LNC relationships for the four metrics in Figure 3).

lar climate. Instead, it should be regarded as a simple way to quantify
the climate constraints that are influential on primary productivity (see

4 | DISCUSSION

below). Depending on plant community, these values may change (i.e.,
mountain plants having lower threshold values for Growing Degree

The climate space encompassed by the grasslands studied here is rela-

Day, and mediterranean plants having the capacity to maintain activity

tively wide and covers a fairly broad extent of the climate space cov-

at lower Soil Water Content than other plants). Using the coarser cli-

ered by European grasslands in particular (Figure 2) and by temperate

mate descriptors, our study showed that leaf traits were more strongly
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F I G U R E 4 Testing differences in the slopes of trait–climate relationships for the two levels of nitrogen input (N2: low input, in black; N1:
high input, in red). Generalized least-squares (GLS) models, taking into account spatial autocorrelation, were tested for each trait between
growing season length accounting for temperature limitation (GSLtw) and each trait averaging metric: community arithmetic means (CArM),
s (GCM_r) or the electronic atlas of the French flora (GCM_a). For each
community-weighted means (CWM) and grid cell mean using releve
of the 16 models (four traits and four different metrics), we assessed whether the slope difference between the two nitrogen input levels
was significant. Each panel shows the results of the analyses for one trait: LDMC 5 leaf dry matter content; LNC_m and LPC_m 5 leaf nitrogen and phosphorus concentration per unit mass, respectively; SLA 5 specific leaf area. Vertical bars show the 95% confidence intervals of
slope estimates for the corresponding GLS model. F statistics from ANOVAs between the two nitrogen levels are shown. ***p < .001.
**p < .01. *p <.05. 1p < .1. nsp > .1

related to MAT than to MAP, a result already found in the most exten-

consistent with the hypothesis that temperature and water-controlled

sive study conducted to date at the species level on a worldwide scale

estimates of GSL are proximate drivers of ecosystem primary produc-

for SLA, LNC and LPC, although with low predictive power (Moles

tivity (Jolly, Nemani, & Running, 2005). Using remotely sensed data to

et al., 2014).

implement a radiation use efficiency model of gross primary productiv-

The predominance of species with high rates of resource acquisi-

ity (GPP) indeed shows that the annual GPP of the studied grasslands

tion (high SLA, high LNC and low LDMC) under high GSLtw is

is strongly related to GSL (P. Choler, C. Violle, E. Garnier and the
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DIVGRASS consortium, unpublished results), which agrees with the

leads to comparable effects on leaf traits. Under high GSLtw and high

biogeographical trend of grassland yield observed across France

nitrogen inputs, values of SLA, LNC and LPC reached an upper limit,

(Dziewulska, 1990). The trend in trait variation detected here at a bio-

suggesting that factors other than nitrogen (such as light) then become

geographical scale complies with what is usually found at a local scale,

limiting or that plants primarily respond by growing to a larger size

where SLA and leaf nutrient concentrations, including nitrogen, usually

while maintaining LNC and LPC. These results differ qualitatively from

increase (e.g., Chollet et al., 2014; Gebauer, Rehder, & Wollenweber,

those obtained in temperate forests across New Zealand, where the

1988; Poorter & de Jong, 1999), whereas LDMC decreases (e.g., Chollet

increase in SLA (CWM) with temperature was found to be higher with

et al., 2014; Hodgson et al., 2011), along productivity gradients.

high soil phosphorus availability (Simpson et al., 2016).

Although our results agree qualitatively with those of Moles et al.

The differences in the slopes of the trait–climate relationships

(2014) in terms of the strength of the relationships between traits and

between low- and high-nitrogen grasslands might be the consequence

temperature, on the one hand, and traits and precipitation, on the other

of differences in species turnover along the climatic gradient. Further

hand (see above), the slope of most relationships was actually opposite

analyses indicated that low-nitrogen grasslands had relatively high spe-

in the two studies. Moles et al. (2014) indeed found that SLA, LNC and

cies compositional turnover along the GSLtw gradient, whereas species

LPC tend to decrease with increasing temperature, whereas SLA and

turnover in high-nitrogen grasslands was substantially lower, especially

LNC (respectively LPC) tend to increase (respectively decrease) with

in the upper range of GSLtw values (Figure S6 in Supporting Informa-

increasing precipitation. Among the potential reasons for such discrep-

tion). Further refinements on these issues should account for (a) the

ancies, two of them might be particularly relevant here. First, the range

impact of disturbance regimes (e.g., frequency and intensity or grazing

of climate conditions covered in the present study represents respec-

and mowing) in addition to that of fertilization for a better assessment

tively 40 and 25% of the temperature and precipitation ranges spanned

of the effects of grassland management on traits (e.g., Gardarin et al.,

in the study by Moles et al. (2014), which included a broader range of
climates from tropical to polar. Given that trait response to environ-

2014; McIntyre, Lavorel, Landsberg, & Forbes, 1999) and (b) intraspe
cific trait variability (Leps, de Bello, Smilauer,
& Dolezal, 2011; Violle

mental factors might not be linear (cf. Poorter, Niinemets, Poorter,

et al., 2012); the recent meta-analysis conducted by Siefert et al.

Wright, & Villar, 2009 for a curvilinear positive response of SLA to tem-

(2015) showed that this effect accounted for approximately one-third

perature; Wang et al., 2016 for a unimodal relationship between lati-

of the total trait variation among communities on average, a proportion

tude and SLA), spanning different ranges might yield different

which decreases with increasing spatial extent. This study also showed

outcomes. Second, the response of traits to temperature or precipita-

that the effects were greater for leaf chemical than leaf morphological

tion of C3 herbaceous species of the temperate grassland biome might

traits. It is thus likely that trait–environment relationships detected in

be more homogeneous than that of species included in the study by

the present study are noisier for LNC and LPC than for SLA and

Moles et al. (2014), which encompasses a wide range of species types

LDMC. Taking into account these two potential effects would certainly

(herbaceous, woody, deciduous and evergreens); for example, Wright

improve our understanding of trait–environment relationships, but

et al. (2005) showed contrasting patterns of SLA variation in response

there are currently no datasets available at regional to continental

to both temperature and precipitation for deciduous and evergreen

scales allowing us to do so.

shrubs and trees. More generally, inconsistencies in trait–environment

By neglecting community structuring and/or local species abun-

relationships have been observed for a wide range of trait–environ-

dance, averaging procedures using GCM and CArM tend to underesti-

ment combinations, so often that Shipley et al. (2016) identified this

mate the effect of climate on leaf trait variations. Our results indicate

area of research as one of the loose foundation stones of trait-based

that accounting for local species abundance (i.e., when CWM and

research. These authors stressed that the poor identification of envi-

CArM, on the one hand, and CWM and GCM_r, on the other hand, are

ronmental factors that drive trait variations was one of the main factors

compared) has the strongest effect on the detection of trait–climate

explaining this state of affairs. Here, we argue that GSLtw represents an

relationships. Accounting for higher local abundance of stress-tolerant

ecologically meaningful combination of local environmental parameters

species (exhibiting low SLA and high LDMC) in the lower part of the

(e.g., soil water-holding capacity) and seasonal climatic variations that

GSLtw gradient and the higher local abundance of species with high

captures the spatial variation of leaf traits at a biogeographical scale

rates of resource acquisition in the upper part of the GSLtw gradient led

better than the commonly used variables, MAT and MAP.

to models of trait–climate relationships with stronger slopes and higher

Differences in the slopes of trait–climate relationships between

explanatory power. Stronger trait–environment relationships when spe-

the two nitrogen levels were mainly attributable to trait differences in

cies abundance is taken into account have also been found at a local

the lower part of the GSLtw gradient; SLA, LNC and LPC are higher,

scale for several factors (light, soil depth, disturbance, etc.; reviewed by

whereas LDMC is lower in high-nitrogen grasslands, which are

Garnier et al., 2016), suggesting that more abundant species are better

acknowledged effects of nutrient availability on these traits (see Gar-

fitted to local environmental conditions than less abundant species

nier et al., 2016 for a synthesis). These changes between low- and

(Cingolani et al., 2007; Muscarella & Uriarte, 2016). Such effects of

high-nitrogen-input grasslands were much smaller in the upper part of

varying species abundance across plant communities cannot be cap-

the GSLtw, suggesting that relaxing nutrient stress constraints either by

tured by solely using species presence/absence information per grid

a et al.,
cell, as commonly done in trait-based biogeography (e.g., Símov

increasing nitrogen or by improving climatic conditions for plant growth
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2015; Swenson et al., 2012). The study of trait–environment relation-

DAT A ACCE SS IBILI TY

ships at the species level is nonetheless relevant to address issues

Archives of data for climatic variables, nitrogen inputs and trait aver-

related to species distribution or adaptation, for example. The lack of

ages calculated using the four metrics at the 5 km 3 5 km pixel

differences in slopes of the climate–CArM and climate–GCM_r relation-

level will be made available in the Dryad Digital Repository (https://

ships suggests that considering that species are organized in commun-

datadryad.org/).

ities does not carry additional information at this scale, if local species
abundance is not taken into account. Finally, the lower variation in trait
values observed along the gradient when the GCM_a metrics is used is
likely to be related to the reduced turnover of species between grid
cells compared with species turnover between plant communities.
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Based on these results, we conclude that species abundances within
plant communities, and thus accounting for plant community organization, should not be overlooked in further attempts to predict trait–climate relationships at regional or continental scales (Reich, 2014).

4.1 | Conclusions
As the traits investigated are key to plant nutrient economy (Reich,
2014), our findings provide a baseline for improving process-oriented
models of biogeochemical cycling in ecosystems. First, we show that the
effects of climate on plant communities are better described using com-
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